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About This Game

Mondrian - Abstraction in Beauty is a full-circle block-breaking game about video game art history. Inspired by the works of the
De Stijl masters’ limitations on form and color, Mondrian - Abstraction in Beauty takes an abstract look at the history of video
game art, through unlockable features like paddles, balls, powerups, and screen effects. The game is dynamically generated,

with millions of level combinations and endless replayability.

Features:

Break out of the boring, vertical-only block breaking experience with 360 degree freedom of motion.

Over 48,000,000 possible combinations in level generation

Collect gems to unlock goodies like paddles, balls, powerups, wall shapes, visual styles and more.

Level Packs and Museum Galleries based on other games for an in-depth look at video game art history.

Play the game your way with adjustable gameplay options, level packs, and screen effects.

Inspirational quotes by Piet Mondrian

Soundtrack
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Mondrian - Abstraction in Beauty: Original Game Soundtrack, composed by Davidjohn Blodgett and Hannah Hoyt, features
nearly an hour of acid jazz, hip hop, trip hop, ambient, electronic, and classical music. Remastered from in-game tracks and

exported as 320kbps, 44.1khz MP3’s, this stunning collection of music is bound to keep you immersed in Mondrian’s geometric
world at work, at home, at a party, or on the go.

Available Now!
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Title: Mondrian - Abstraction in Beauty
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Lantana Games
Publisher:
Lantana Games
Franchise:
Mondrian
Release Date: 21 Sep, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i3/AMD Athlon X2 2.0ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce 300 series/ATI Radeon HD 4000 series

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 165 MB available space

Additional Notes: XBox 360 Controller Drivers for Windows are required to play. If you experience difficulty starting the
game, you should download these direct from Microsoft at https://www.microsoft.com/hardware/en-us/d/xbox-360-controller-
for-windows

English
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DLC of the year tbh.

Also a few dollars for the devs and a 'free' AC which is nice when the cost scaling has started ot get annoying for new ones.. I
started playing this game thinking it was Talos Principle clone with an annoying Portal 2 voiceover.

However after completing it, I prefer this voice over Portal.

Some unique gameplay mechanics and not at all like Talos.
Great music (some of it Blade Runner #1 esque)
Excellent graphics, excepting the occasional DOF and lighting issues.

While voices are triggered at sections, if you move through quickly, they do tend to overlap.
The credits screen is pretty crappy.

All in all, a great indie game, and I'd like to see more of the same from this developer.

Highly Recommended!. Fun little game. Mostly solitaire with some other minigames thrown in there. No bugs that I noticed.
Enjoyed it.. When you like fast action and direct controls, don't buy it! Just don't.

Following may be a bit sarcastic: Hit button on hud to start laser firing. Hit button again to let it stop firing. You wanted to fire
weapons with mouse? Nah, clicking on hud it is. Changing controls on startup (10 positions mybe) differs from VIEWING
controls in menue (30 Positions) in game. Customisation is as overated as making, what the others do. Mouse over information?
Why? The hud has 30+ icons hidden in several sub menus and unique and mostly new logos which mostly don't look like the
actual function, so there is no need to have a mouseover.

I almost died in first mission due the controls, only the repair of the instructor ship saved my live during the 10 minutes, where i
tried to understand, why my weapon does not fire, why i view my ship from a distance of 5 kilometers (wrong cam) and why the
control sheme deviates from expectation and entered things. The controls alone kill the fun of this game.

@Devs: Try to make, what other do, instead of atempting to develope a whole new revolutionary control sheme.. Its fun boiszzz.
Likewise, so many games express a desire to give you something to do at all times, but Rescue your Chcikens rewards you in
small but meaningful ways for simply taking part in an average moment. When immersed in the world after time spent
exploring and battling enemies, "empty" scenes are markedly tranquil. So much effort is put into making you feel like a piece of
a larger-than-life world, one that, like our own, is beyond total comprehension, that a simple scene like cresting a grassy hill to
catch the sunrise just as a flock of herons takes flight is enough to make you take pause and appreciate the gravity and beauty of
the world around you. And rather than fill your ears with complex orchestration, Rescue your Chickens most poignant moments
are smartly accentuated with a few well-timed piano plinks.

Even when nature is trying to kill you in Rescue your Chickens, there are moments that make you appreciative of being able to
take part in it at all. Link is an incredibly capable explorer and will climb almost anything you put in front of him. But when you
find yourself slipping down a cliff during rainfall, you may need to take shelter on a nearby outcropping and wait out the rain.
Too wet to start a fire and pass the time automatically, you have no choice but to reflect on the world around you. In a
meditative moment, looking out on the vast and wild farm, objectives fade as the memories of where you've been and dreams of
what lays next enter your mind.

It's a romantic take, but one that holds true if you open yourself up to it. Mihai Morosanu's beautiful and challenging
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masterpiece deserves more words than we can commit to it here. Like the most meaningful and landmark games of the past,
Rescue your Chickens is a game that will be discussed and analyzed for years to come. Everyone agrees that 2017 was an
amazing year for games, but none other than Rescue your Chickens can be considered a milestone for the medium at large.. I
am a very picky person when i play video games. There are only a few games i have played through. This is one of them.
Great artstyle, funny characters (that don't feel like they are there just for the sake of being there), a memorable story and a
soundtrack that keeps me from killing myself.
I recommend this game to everyone who has a steam account, free time and a few bucks to spend. The game is dead now atm. I
played the game before then now it's dead without servers being onlined. You may end up playing with the bots if you are lucky
to log in. Spend your money on something other than this game. Move on.

It was part of the bundle I bought years ago.. Well worth soldiering on through the initial darkness. Whilst it doesn't really get
much brighter, the beautiful story line shines through. An interesting experience overall, despite some exceptions thrown by the
RenPy engine that I was able to ignore.. This title is amazing. Absoutley worth the price and the gold standard of VR
experiences.

If you played the orginal I'd still recommend buying this product. It is much more detailed with textures especially the moon
which now shows uneven ground and the character animations which go a long way to making them more life like. It is still
bascially the same experience but with more graphical detail which I felt added a lot.

For the Devs the only thing I would like to see different is for the Atlas lift off to have no music and blast the archive sounds of
the launch at a very high volume. That would add a lot of immersion.

If you have any interest in the lunar or space programs this is a must. It takes a fair bit to get get tears in my eyes but I sure had
them. An outstanding use of VR as a medium.
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For a $4 game, I expected more than 43 minutes of gameplay. The game "claims" to be some form of satirical comedy, but the
humor falls flatter than Wall Street in the Great Depression. The game is beginner's trap incarnate, with a seemingly innocuous
"race" game as the first level, and the third, and the fifth. The worst part are the parts where you can "explore" a house. Each
one has no real guidelines telling you what to do, meaning you have to google a walkthrough on the second
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing level. The voice acting is atrocious, even for a game like this. There's a bear in Level 2, where
you can tell it's just a guy going "arrr." This game as a whole is idiotic on a level I've only seen among the likes of awful Tumblr
fanfictions. It's bad, not in the "so bad it's good" way, it's just plain bad. Don't waste your money, and if you did, request a
refund immediately.. I got the game on sale for about 2 dollars, and I am glad I did because I wouldnt reccomend it at full price.

I was highly frustred with this game, things just didnt have as much weight some times, and all it consisted of was knocking a
ball around.

Personally I much prefer Scribblenauts style of imaginitive puzzle solving, but I will admit that I am not a puzzle game style of
gamer most the time.

Art style is cute, music is annoying, and I dont like having to log into a game after I logged into a service to lauch the game
already.. The original DUNGEON MANAGER ZV was very.... unpolished. It had a lot of spreadsheets and numbers, and very
little visual information. This is much more of a game than that was, but in a way it suffers for that. The original was all about
manipulating movement and building a very deep dungeon, with lots of strange mechanics; this is more of a tower defense. You
still can build a dungeon, which is neat, but rather than the complicated free-play mode there's a campaign in which the starting
dungeons are set up to challenge you. So it's more of a puzzle game or a tower defense than the strange dungeon MANAGER
sim of the original, and I'm not sure I approve of that change... Still, it's a neat game, it's just different from the original. But if
you're into dungeon keeper and stuff like that, then you'll probably dig it!. This game is very good and has a bright future, the
devs are also brilliant.

The reason i cannot reccomend as its just boring with the content available right now. Its fun for a couple hours and then your
just going through the stages but nothing changes, you just get better houses etc but for no real reason. Hopefully this game will
get more content soon so i will be able to reccomend.. Only one playable character to start with, extras will be available through
spending stars ingame.
Gathering stars in the game is very time consuming.
The only purpose of this game is, to force you into buying the DLCs to make progress.
Don't fall for those fake positiv reviews..
As the developer makes various claims in their presentation of Goblin Storm (GS), decidedly to help persuade prospective
buyers to purchase the game, I thought it appropriate to address the claims made.

"Goblin Storm fills the void between grand strategy and battlefield tactics."

ummm...not so much. In fact, not at all. In order to fill such a void, one would have to place a game in between grand strategy
and battlefield tactics. Goblin Storm does not reside there. GS is more like Panzer Corps or Panzer General in a fantasy setting
but with no career or campaign mode. You purchase your units for the stand alone battle about to occur, you place them, then
you fight. It doesn't matter if units survive or even if you win or lose - each battle is an entire entity by itself with no connection
to previous or susequent battles.

Thus, Goblin Storm is entirely battlefied tactics.

"Will you build a mighty kingdom and lead the armies of men to stand against the storm or will you command the goblin hordes
in their quest for wealth and glory?"

Sounds awesome, doesn't it? Conjures up grand strategy and and nation building and campaigns and ongoing battles to stave off
the evil goblins or bash the foul smelling humans from the face of Arcwellion, right? Wrong.

The only nation building you do is to select where you place your castles, towns and cities on one of the canned maps you play
on. And again - the placement changes every map. Don't get the idea you will place your settlements then defend them over
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multiple battles. You don't. Every battle is its own stand alone, complete war, 100% separate from every other battle.

"Out-wit and out-maneuver your opponent in fast paced, simultaneous turns that reward strategy and deception, more than brute
force."

OK, now this statement is true. Unfortunately, the high degree of truth in this statement serves to underscore the lack of truth in
the first 2 statements - this game is all about tactics and nothing about grand strategy or kingdom building (or bashing).

So, if you are considering buying Goblin Storm, don't listen to the sales pitch of the design studio. Their perception of their
game is nothing close to what it is.

The best way to decribe what you will get is what I mentioned previously: Panzer Corps or Panzer General in a fantasy setting
with no campaign or carryover effects from 1 battle to the next.

You start by placing your cities, towns and castle if you are human, then buying your units, grouping them as desired within
stacking limits, placing them on the map, then commence to fighting. Goblins don't get to place settlements. Whereas Goblins
get "x" amount of gold with which to buy their units, the Human's amount of gold is modified by where they place their
settlements. Placement of settlements also modifies the size of the local levy if a settlement is attacked by Goblins.

Humans are always the defender, Goblins are always the attacker. You can pick from 4 different types of battles: Gold (Goblins
need to plunder gold from your towns), Relics (Goblins steal relics from your abbies - abbies you did not get to place, but
appear randomly on the map), Slaves (Goblins pillage your towns and steal slaves), and Conquest (whomever holds the most
settlements at the end of the game win). Or, you can pick Random and let Fate decide the goal.

Battles take between 1-2 hours, depending on how long you overthink your tactics.

If you choose anything other than Civilized setting for your battle, various creautures of the wild exist and can pillage, attack or
otherwise mess up the well crafted plans of either attacker or defender or both.

PROS:
- A complete battle take under 2 hours.
- Variety of units let you fine tune your attack if playing the Goblins.
- Decent music.
- Decent opportunity to use tactics. The game feature an "impulse" system. Every turn is broken dowen into 15 impluses. This
allows you to coordinate attacks between units, as you can instruct each unit to begin their attack on specific impulses.

CONS:
-Trying to discern what is happening as each turn plays out is impossible and frustrating as heck. After each side plans its turn,
you press the Turn button and the results of the planning unfold. But in a mind boggling way. Unit markers randomly appear and
disappear on the map leaving you clueless as to what actually just happened. Once the blinking in and out stops, you see crossed
sword battle markers which you can click and see what happened in each engagement. The bizarre way battles are presented
really takes a lot of the fun out of the game.
- Graphics are minimal.
- Gameplay is quickly mastered and within no more than 2-3 battles, you will win every time.

All said and done, if you like light games about tactics, especially if you like fantasy settings, this might be worth buying. But
Goblin Storm is really a $9.99 game posing as something more complex.. The Game is still a little clunky, the AI tends to ignore
you until you interact with NPCs and creatures ( but then they fight till one of you die evan the turtles ) . It is early access, but I
see it as a STRANDED DEEP or HOLD YOUR OWN meets SAVAGE LANDS with a little extra magic tossed in. It still needs
polishing but I think mthis game has real potential watch video:
 https:\/\/youtu.be\/X1ZZ3ik2cWY
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